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A new upcoming band from Cleveland now has their debut album titled "The Other Side of Vision"

available for sale now. Moment of Truth bridges many different styles and genres with a fresh,

distinguishing sound with heavy guitar riffs. Check them out now. 10 MP3 Songs ROCK: Hard Rock,

METAL/PUNK: Post-Hardcore Details: Forming in late 2005, Moment of Truth has been working non-stop

to achieve their goals in the music industry. From writing their own music, booking their own shows,

touring, to managing their own Myspace. Moment of Truth officially formed in late October when Ben and

Jason met Tom and Jeff, who were fellow employees at Guitar Center. Within the first few months M.O.T

had written over 10 songs, and were already playing shows. Their influences range from Pop to

Hardcore. Giving their fans everything from catchy anthem like choruses to hardcore breakdowns. "We

don't edit too much", says Ben. "We dress how we dress, and we play what we feel. This is who we are.

This is what sets us apart from everyone else. We give you a very real experience, and an energetic

show. Every time." In fact, Moment of Truth provides one of the most energetic shows you will find in

Cleveland. Like most musicians, Moment of Truth intend on doing this long term. They are currently

unsigned, and are in the process of finding a label they can settle down with. In early 2007, Moment of

Truth began writing their first full length entitled "The Other Side of Vision." This was recorded at E  G

Studios, and has a scheduled release date of July 1st 2007. Moment of Truth plan's on hitting the road

again in late 2007. They are a band to be on the watch for!
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